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Abstract—We address the problem of resource allocation (RA) in a cognitive radio (CR) communication system with multiple secondary operators sharing spectrum with an incumbent primary operator. The key challenge of the RA problem is the inter-operator coordination arising in the optimization problem so that the aggregated interference at the primary users (PUs) does not exceed the target threshold. While this problem is easily solvable if a centralized unit could access information of all secondary operators, it becomes challenging in a realistic scenario. In this paper, considering a satellite setting, we alleviate this problem by proposing two approaches to reduce the information exchange level among the secondary operators. In the first approach, we formulate an RA scheme based on a partial information sharing method which enables distributed optimization across secondary operators. In the second approach, instead of exchanging secondary users (SUs) information, the operators only exchange their contributions of the interference-level and RA is performed locally across secondary operators. These two approaches, for the first time in this context, provide a trade-off between performance and level of inter-operator information exchange. Through the numerical simulations, we explain this trade-off and illustrate the penalty resulting from partial information exchange.

I. INTRODUCTION

Due to the increasing demand for higher data rates and scarcity of spectrum, CR communication systems have been of considerable interest during the last two decades [1], [2]. CR systems consist of a primary system that has the license of using the spectrum and also one or more secondary systems aiming to communicate in the same spectrum trying to maximize the data rate while guaranteeing not excessively interfering with the primary system. Quality of service (QoS) guarantee of the primary system is maintained through interference temperature thresholds which are held for each PU. Subsequently, the RA (subband assignment, power allocation, etc.) optimization problem is formulated with the SUs sum-rate as the objective function and a set of constraints to control the level of interference imposed on PUs. Although the optimization problem is usually NP-hard [3], considering a single operator scenario, a wide range of algorithms have been proposed to find a proper RA [4]–[6].

The RA problem becomes more challenging when several secondary operators are co-existing in an underlying manner with a common incumbent system, referred below as a multi-operator CR system. In this case, SUs from different secondary operators contribute to the interference level at each PU and must coordinate to keep the total interference low. Generally speaking, two major approaches exist to tackle the multi-operator RA problem: centralized and distributed [7]. In a centralized RA scheme, a central node in the network is responsible to manage the RA process. First, the central node receives SUs information of all operators and then, performs a centralized RA based on the given objective function and constraints. This approach has been significantly investigated in the literature [8]. On the other hand, there is no central node for the distributed approach, and RA is performed in a decentralized manner that often cannot obtain the optimal solution. Several distributed approaches for RA in CR have been presented [9], [10], where they either do not consider the coupling interference constraints or there is no flexibility in the level of information exchange among the operators. It should be pointed out that considering the coupling constraints, the information exchange among otherwise competing operators is often mandatory which in most scenarios, raises complexity and privacy issues. Here, we investigate this problem in the particular context of cognitive satellite (CogSat) communications, where the secondary operators serve their subscribers via satellites, while the incumbent is a terrestrial cellular operator [11].

In this paper, taking the challenge of inter-operator information exchange into account, we propose two approaches to tackle this problem. In the first approach, we propose an algorithm that shares a quantized version of channel information to a central resource manager in order to split the interference level among the operators. Then, the resource allocation optimization is performed locally across the secondary operators based on the associated threshold of interference level. We demonstrate how the level of information shared in the first step affects the optimality of the achieved RA solution. The second approach is to only share the level of imposed interference on PUs instead of exchanging SUs information. We propose two iterative algorithms in which the operators at each iteration share their contributed interference level and based on the interference threshold, a fusion center either allows them to increase their interference or force them to decrease it, and a new RA is performed at the operators locally. Although the central node in the second approach only performs a simple summation, both approaches need a central node. However, the main achievement of these approaches is a significant reduction in the level of shared data and for the first time in this context, enabling a trade-off between performance and level.
of shared data. Through numerical results, we benchmark the performance of the proposed methods against the two extreme cases of information sharing: (i) in comparison with the full information exchange algorithm (i.e., the centralized RA), and (ii) a simple algorithm with no information exchange. We also demonstrate the tradeoff between SUs sum-rate and level of information exchange among operators.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

Consider the problem of RA in a multi-operator CogSat communication system. We assume $L$ PUs forming the primary network and licensed to communicate over the spectrum. Moreover, $N$ secondary operators are considered each serving $K$ SUs and forming the secondary network. Each secondary operator has a satellite with $B$ beams sharing the same bandwidth. This bandwidth is split up into $M$ subbands. In each beam of each satellite, we assume a frequency division multiple access (FDMA) serving up to $M$ SUs, i.e., one subband per SU. An example of a CogSat communication system is depicted in Fig. 1, where $N = 2$ operators each with $B = 2$ beams are communicating with $M = 3$ SUs per beam ($K = 6$ SUs per operator). Also, there are $L = 5$ PUs communicating through the incumbent network. In this paper, we consider the uplink channel for the secondary network.

We define $G_{k,b,m}$ as the channel gain in subband $m$ from SU $k$ to beam $b$ of the satellite serves SU $k$. Moreover, $F_{k,l,m}$ is the channel gain on subband $m$ from SU $k$ to PU $l$. The sets of all SUs, SUs of operator $n$, and SUs of beam $b$ of operator $n$ are denoted by $\mathcal{U}$, $\mathcal{U}_n$, and $\mathcal{U}_{n,b}$, respectively.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

Considering the uplink channel, the goal is to maximize the sum-rate of SUs while not excessively interfering with the PUs. The optimization variables are subband assignment and power allocation which are as defined as follows:

- $\mathbf{A} \in \{0, 1\}^{NK \times M}$ the subband assignment matrix where $A_{k,m}$ is 1 if subband $m$ is assigned to the SU $k$ and 0 otherwise.
- $\mathbf{P} \in \mathbb{R}_{+}^{NK \times M}$ the power allocation matrix where $P_{k,m}$ corresponds to the transmission power of SU $k$ on subband $m$.

Therefore, the total interference imposed by the SUs on PU $l$ on subband $m$ is calculated in the following form:

$$I_{l,m} = \sum_{k \in \mathcal{U}_{n,b}} A_{k,m} F_{k,l,m} P_{k,m}. \quad (1)$$

To guarantee the communication quality of the primary network, we consider interference-temperature constraints associated with the $L$ PUs and for each of the $M$ subbands. The constraints are represented as follows

$$I_{l,m} \leq \eta_{l,m}, \forall l, m, \quad (2)$$

where $\eta_{l,m}$ is the interference-temperature threshold at PU $l$ on subband $m$.

The signal power for SU $k$ of secondary operator $n$ in beam $b$, i.e., $k \in \mathcal{U}_{n,b}$, on subband $m$ at the satellite is $A_{k,m} G_{k,b,m} P_{k,m}$, while all transmissions by the other SUs at the satellite $n$ in beam $b$ play the role of interference for this user. Thus, for $k \in \mathcal{U}_{n,b}$, the received interference on subband $m$ for beam $b$ of satellite $n$ is given by

$$J_{n,k,b,m} = \sum_{i \in \mathcal{U}_{n} \setminus \{k\}} A_{i,m} G_{i,b,m} P_{i,m}, \quad (3)$$

where inter-operator interference is not considered since satellites are assumed to be far from each other and the SUs have highly directed radiation patterns toward their associated satellites [5], [12]. Furthermore, due to the FDMA scheme, there is no intra-beam interference among SUs.

We consider the sum-rate of SUs as the objective function. The sum-rate for the secondary operator $n$ is calculated as follows

$$R_n(\mathbf{G}_n, \mathbf{A}_n, \mathbf{P}_n) = \sum_{b=1}^{B} \sum_{k \in \mathcal{U}_{n,b}} \sum_{m=1}^{M} A_{k,m} \log_2(1 + \frac{G_{k,b,m} P_{k,m}}{1 + J_{n,k,b,m}}), \quad (4)$$

where $R_n(\cdot, \cdot, \cdot)$ is the sum-rate for operator $n$ and $\mathbf{G}_n$, $\mathbf{A}_n$, and $\mathbf{P}_n$ are the channel gains, subband assignments, and power allocations of all SUs $k \in \mathcal{U}_n$, respectively. Subsequently, the total sum-rate is given by

$$R = \sum_{n=1}^{N} R_n(\mathbf{G}_n, \mathbf{A}_n, \mathbf{P}_n). \quad (5)$$

Considering a peak power constraint on each subband for each SU, i.e., $0 \leq P_{k,m} \leq P_{\text{max}}$, $\forall k, m$, the RA optimization
problem can be formulated in the following form

\[
\max_{A, P} R \\
\text{s.t. } C1: \sum_{k \in \mathcal{K}, \ell} A_{k,m} P_{k,m} \leq \eta_{l,m}, \quad \forall l, m, \\
C2: A_{k,m} \in \{0, 1\}, \quad \forall k, m, \\
C3: 0 \leq P_{k,m} \leq P_{\text{max}}, \quad \forall k, m, \\
C4: \sum_{k \in \mathcal{K}, \ell} A_{k,m} = 1, \quad \forall n, b, m, \\
C5: \sum_{m = 1}^{M} A_{k,m} = 1, \quad \forall k,
\]

where C1 is to ensure that the interference level does not exceed the given threshold, C2 states that the subband assignment is binary, C3 is to limit the SU power between 0 and the maximum allowed level \(P_{\text{max}}\), and subband assignment restrictions, i.e., one SU in each beam is assigned to each subband and one subband be assigned to each SU, are applied in C4 and C5. Although the optimization problem (6) is known to be NP-hard [3], the main challenge is the need for information exchange among operators due to the set of coupling constraints C1. In fact, in order to find an optimal solution, operators have to share \(G_n\) and \(F_n\) with a central node. In this paper, we propose three algorithms to efficiently manage the exchanged information.

IV. PROPOSED ALGORITHMS

In this section, we propose two different approaches that involve partial information exchanging among the operators.

A. Channel Information Sharing

Due to the objective function and constraint C1 in (6), we need to have the channel gain matrices of all operators, i.e., \(G\) and \(F\), in a central node and apply a centralized algorithm to obtain \(A\) and \(P\). However, information sharing among operators causes a significant communication load and privacy issues. Therefore, we propose a partial information exchange scheme. More precisely, if \(\gamma\) is an original form of data, we denote its quantized version by \(\gamma^{(q)}\), where \(q\) is the number of quantization bits (in case of a vector \(\gamma\) or a matrix \(\Gamma\), \(q\) quantization bits are used for each entry). Sharing the quantized version of information, the general idea is to first perform a centralized RA at the central node. Next, based on the centralized RA, split the interference-temperature thresholds among the operators. Then, since the coupling constraints are uncoupled, we perform a distributed RA across operators with their original information. In the following, the approach is explained in more detail.

Exchanging the quantized information, the centralized optimization problem is given as follows:

\[
\max_{A, P} \sum_{n = 1}^{N} R_n(G_n^{(q)}, A_n, P_n) \\
\text{s.t. } C1: \sum_{k \in \mathcal{K}, \ell} A_{k,m} P_{k,m}^{(q)} \leq \eta_{l,m}, \quad \forall l, m, \\
C2, C3, C4, C5,
\]

where C2-C5 are the same as in (6).

Assume \(A_n^{(q)}\) and \(P_n^{(q)}\) are obtained by solving (7). Thus, based on \(A_n^{(q)}\) and \(P_n^{(q)}\), for all \(l\) and \(m\), each operator has a contribution to the interference level. In other words, \(\eta_{l,m}\) is split up among SUs of operators. Consequently, share of each operator from interference-temperature thresholds is given below:

\[
\eta_{l,m}^n = \sum_{k \in \mathcal{K}, \ell} A_{k,m}^{(q)} P_{k,m}^{(q)}, \quad \forall l, m,
\]

where \(\eta_{l,m}^n\) is the share of operator \(n\) from interference-temperature threshold of PU \(l\) on subband \(m\).

Since operators are uncoupled in constraint C1 using the allocation in (8), we can formulate \(N\) local optimization problems, one for each operator using the original information:

\[
\max_{A_n, P_n} R_n(G_n, A_n, P_n) \\
\text{s.t. } C1: \sum_{k \in \mathcal{K}, \ell} A_{k,m} P_{k,m} \leq \eta_{l,m}^n, \quad \forall l, m, \\
C2, C3, C4, C5.
\]

Since C2-C5 in (6) are satisfied in (9) for all operators, and C1 in (6) is satisfied as \(\sum_{n = 1}^{N} \eta_{l,m}^n \leq \eta_{l,m},\) concatenating solutions of \(N\) optimization problems (9) provides a solution for the original problem in (6).

B. Interference Level Sharing

Apart from the optimality of the RA, the main reason for information exchange is to ensure interference-temperature constraints are satisfied. The idea of the second approach is that instead of channel gains information, we exchange the level of interference-temperature that each operator contributes, which enables performing RA locally for each operator. There is less privacy issue in this approach as operators do not share \(G\) and \(F\) which prevents revealing location information of SUs of an operator for the other operators. To tackle the RA problem through the interference-level sharing approach, we propose two optimization algorithms: (i) Alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM), and (ii) Iterative equal-split. In the following, the proposed algorithms are introduced.

1) ADMM: is a well-known iterative optimization algorithm that is well suited to distributed convex optimization [13]. Here, we need to adapt the problem formulation in (6) to the standard form of the ADMM. Since in the standard form of the ADMM, the coupling constraints are in an equality form, we turn the coupling constraints in (6) into equalities by introducing a slack variable \(D \in \mathbb{R}^{L \times M}\). Thus, the optimization problem can be reformulated as follows:

\[
\max_{A, P} \sum_{n = 1}^{N} R_n(G_n, A_n, P_n) \\
\text{s.t. } C1: \sum_{n = 1}^{N} I_{l,m}^n(A_n, P_n) + D_{l,m} = \eta_{l,m}, \quad \forall l, m, \\
C2, C3, C4, C5, \\
C6: \sum_{n = 1}^{N} D_{l,m} \leq \eta_{l,m}, \quad \forall l, m,
\]
where $I^n_{l,m}(A_n, P_n)$ is the interference imposed by the SUs of operator $n$ on PU $l$ on subband $m$, i.e.,
\[
I^n_{l,m}(A_n, P_n) = \sum_{k \neq l} A_{k,m} F_{k,l,m} P_{k,m}.
\] (11)

Therefore, following the algorithm in [14], at iteration $t$, the algorithm consists of two steps: the local step in which operator $n$ computes a minimizer of the following optimization problem
\[
\begin{aligned}
A^n_t, P^n_t & \in \arg \max_{A_n, P_n} \{ R_n(G_n, A_n, P_n) \\
& \quad - \sum_{l=1}^{L} \sum_{m=1}^{M} \lambda_{l,m}^{t-1} I^n_{l,m}(A_n, P_n) - \frac{c}{2} \sum_{l=1}^{L} \sum_{m=1}^{M} ||I^n_{l,m}(A_n, P_n) - I^n_{l,m}(A_{n}^{t-1}, P_{n}^{t-1}) + Q_{l,m}^{t-1}||^2 \}
\end{aligned}
\] (12)

\[\text{s.t. } C_2, C_3, C_4, C_5,\]

where $Q \in \mathbb{R}^{L \times M}$ is a parameter of ADMM that gradually enforces the equality constraints (see [14]), $\| \cdot \|_2$ denotes $L^2$ norm, $c > 0$ is a constant penalty parameter, and the superscript $t$ determines the iteration number. Also, the local step for the slack variable is performed as:
\[
\begin{aligned}
D^t & \in \arg \min_{D} \{ \sum_{l=1}^{L} \sum_{m=1}^{M} \lambda_{l,m}^{t-1} D_{l,m} \\
& \quad + \frac{c}{2} \sum_{l=1}^{L} \sum_{m=1}^{M} ||D_{l,m} - D_{l,m}^{t-1} + Q_{l,m}^{t-1}||^2 \}
\end{aligned}
\] (13)

\[\text{s.t. } C_2, C_3, C_4, C_5,\]

Then, the central step where all the operators send their interference contributions on the PUs to a central node and the following updates take place:
\[
\begin{aligned}
Q_{l,m}^t &= \frac{1}{N} \left( \sum_{n=1}^{N} I^n_{l,m}(A_n^t, P_n^t) + D_{l,m}^{t} - \eta_{l,m} \right) \\
\lambda_{l,m}^t &= \lambda_{l,m}^{t-1} + c Q_{l,m}^t.
\end{aligned}
\] (14)

In this paper, we set a certain number of iterations for the ADMM algorithm to terminate.

2) Iterative Equal-Split: is an iterative version of the equal-split algorithm. Let us start by introducing the equal-split algorithm. The equal-split algorithm is a single-step algorithm that does not require information exchange among the secondary operators. The method starts with splitting up the interference-temperature thresholds equally among the operators and formulating the optimization problems locally for all operators, i.e., (9) with $\eta_{l,m}^n = \frac{\eta_{l,m}^n}{M}$. In the equal-split algorithm, all the thresholds are split equally among the operators, however, a threshold can be a bottleneck for one operator while it is not limiting for another, and vice versa. Thus, the idea is to iterate on threshold splitting and see whether re-splitting the remaining threshold results in a sum-rate improvement. For the iterative equal-split algorithm, at each iteration, we perform the equal-split algorithm for the remaining amount of the allowed interference. The iterative equal-split algorithm is as follows: at iteration $t$, calculating contribution of operator $n$ on PU $l$ on subband $m$ as (11), we will have
\[
\sum_{n=1}^{N} I^n_{l,m}(A_n^t, P_n^t) \leq \eta_{l,m}^n. \]

Thus, the remaining threshold on subband $m$ of PU $l$ is $\eta_{l,m}^{rem} = \eta_{l,m} - \sum_{n=1}^{N} I^n_{l,m}(A_n^t, P_n^t)$. Consequently, the threshold of operator $n$ for the next iteration is $\eta_{l,m}^n = \frac{1}{N} \eta_{l,m}^{rem} + I^n_{l,m}(A_n^t, P_n^t)$. We repeat this procedure for a given number of iterations.

C. Solving Optimization Problems

Although any algorithm that solves (6), (7), (9), (10), (12), and (13) is applicable for our proposed methods, we perform convex optimization where due to the non-convexity of the objective function and constraints, we need to apply some well-known convex relaxation techniques; One reason of non-convexity of the problem is due to the interference in (3). Using the trick of [6], in satellite communication, we can neglect the inter-beam interference. Also, we relax the binary constraints $A_{k,m} \in \{0, 1\}$ to box constraints $0 \leq A_{k,m} \leq 1$ and employ a change of variable $X_{k,m} = A_{k,m} P_{k,m}$. Then, we employ CVX to solve the convex optimization problems (any off-the-shelf solvers can also be employed). Since the obtained $A$ is continuous, we need a rounding algorithm to obtain a Boolean solution [15] (projecting to the feasible domain). Here, we used the projection technique presented in [6]. Finally, fixing the subband scheduling equal to the projected scheduling, we solve the optimization problem for $P$ only.

The total number of exchanged bits among operators and the central node for the proposed channel information sharing algorithm is:
\[
\begin{aligned}
n_{exchanged} &= N \times q \times (K \times L \times M + K \times B \times M + L \times M),
\end{aligned}
\] (15)

where communication loads of sharing matrices $F_n$ and $G_n$ of all operators in the first step and allocated interference thresholds $\eta_{l,m}^n$ in the second step are considered. Further, for the interference level sharing algorithms, assuming $n_{iter}$ iterations, the total number of exchanged bits is:
\[
\begin{aligned}
n_{exchanged} &= N \times q \times n_{iter} \times L \times M.
\end{aligned}
\] (16)
Sum-Rate

ONCLUSION

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we considered the challenge of inter-operator information exchange for CogSat RA and proposed two novel approaches to reduce the information exchange rate. We demonstrated the existing trade-off between the information exchange rate and the sum-rate. An interesting observation is that it is possible to significantly reduce the information exchange rate with a negligible price of performance loss.
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